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NIST Experts Urge Caution in Use of Courtroom Evidence Presentation Method
Use of ‘Likelihood Ratio’ not consistently supported by scientific reasoning approach, authors state.
October 12, 2017
Two experts at the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) are calling into question a method of
presenting evidence in courtrooms, arguing that it risks
allowing personal preference to creep into expert
testimony and potentially distorts evidence for a jury.
The method involves the use of Likelihood Ratio (LR), a
statistical tool that gives experts a shorthand way to
communicate their assessment of how strongly forensic
evidence, such as a fingerprint or DNA sample, can be tied
to a suspect. In essence, LR allows a forensics expert to boil
down a potentially complicated set of circumstances into a
number—providing a pathway for experts to concisely
express their conclusions based on a logical and coherent
framework. LR’s proponents say it is appropriate for
courtroom use; some even argue that it is the only
appropriate method by which an expert should explain
evidence to jurors or attorneys.
However, in a new paper published in the Journal of
Research of the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (link to paper), statisticians Steve Lund and Hari
Iyer caution that the justification for using LR in courtrooms

is flawed. The justification is founded on a reasoning approach called
Bayesian decision theory, which has long been used by the scientific
community to create logic-based statements of probability. But
Lund and Iyer argue that while Bayesian reasoning works well in
personal decision making, it breaks down in situations where
information must be conveyed from one person to another such as
in courtroom testimony.
These findings could contribute to the discussion among forensic
scientists regarding LR, which is increasingly used in criminal courts
in the U.S. and Europe.
While the NIST authors stop short of stating that LR ought not to
be employed whatsoever, they caution that using it as a one-sizefits-all method for describing the weight of evidence risks
conclusions being driven more by unsubstantiated assumptions than
by actual data. They recommend using LR only in cases where a
probability-based model is warranted. Last year’s report from the
President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology
(PCAST) mentions some of these situations, such as the evaluation
of high-quality samples of DNA from a single source.
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Letter from the Editor
We have wrapped up another great year with the NEDIAI. The conference in Portsmouth was
a success and well attended. I hope most of our members were able to at least attend part of
it and get some valuable training. A special thank you to all the members and board members
who volunteered their time and effort to make it all happen. I’d also like to send a special
thank you to our vendors for all their support and sponsorships.
If you weren’t able to make it to the conference, please keep checking the Journal and Website
for any other upcoming trainings. We will also have our yearly Day in May free training next
year. If you have any suggestions for topics, please let a board member know. We are always
looking for new and useful ideas to provide all our members and your feedback is important.
As one conference wraps up, another is already being organized. The 2018 NEDIAI
Educational Conference is tentatively being planned for the end of November in Newport, RI
so please mark it in your calendars!
Thank you for reading and I hope you all have a happy and safe holiday season.
-Amanda

Can you guess the source of this
“ridge detail” found in nature?

Weird New England Laws:
Maine: The game Beano is legally regulated in this state. Rules
dictate that a person conducting (or assisting in the conduct of)
the game may assist players by playing their cards while they
take a restroom break. This rule however, does not apply to
‘high-stakes’ Beano.
Massachusetts: Singing or playing the national anthem other
than as a whole and separate composition is punishable by a fine
of no more than $100. The same fine applies if you dance to it.
New Hampshire: Since 1973 it is illegal to carry away or
collect seaweed at night.
Rhode Island: It is illegal to maim a person by biting off their
limb on purpose. Persons could face no more than 20 years in
prison (but no less than 1 year).
Vermont: Legislature created a law that prohibits outlawing
clotheslines and solar collectors. Both items are listed as ‘energy
devices based on renewable resources”.
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“We are not suggesting that LR should never be used in court, but
its envisioned role as the default or exclusive way to transfer
information is unjustified,” Lund said. “Bayesian theory does not
support using an expert’s opinion, even when expressed
numerically, as a universal weight of evidence. Among different
ways of presenting information, it has not been shown that LR is
most appropriate.”
Bayesian reasoning is a structured way of evaluating and reevaluating a situation as new evidence comes up. If a child who
rarely eats sweets says he did not eat the last piece of blueberry
pie, his older sister might initially think it unlikely that he did, but if
she spies a bit of blue stain on his shirt, she might adjust that
likelihood upward. Applying a rigorous version of this approach to
complex forensic evidence allows an expert to come up with a
logic-based numerical LR that makes sense to the expert as an
individual.
The trouble arises when other people—such as jurors—are
instructed to incorporate the expert’s LR into their own decisionmaking. An expert’s judgment often involves complicated
statistical techniques that can give different LRs depending on
which expert is making the judgment. As a result, one expert’s
specific LR number can differ substantially from another’s.
“Two people can employ Bayesian reasoning correctly and come
up with two substantially different answers,” Lund said. “Which
answer should you believe, if you’re a juror?”
In the blueberry pie example, imagine a jury had to rely on expert
testimony to determine the probability that the stain came from a
specific pie. Two different experts could be completely consistent
with Bayesian theory, but one could testify to, say, an LR of 50 and
another to an LR of 500—the difference stemming from their own
statistical approaches and knowledge bases. But if jurors were to
hear 50 rather than 500, it could lead them to make a different
ultimate decision.
Viewpoints differ on the appropriateness of using LR in court.
Some of these differences stem from the view that jurors primarily
need a tool to help them to determine reasonable doubt, not
particular degrees of certainty. To Christophe Champod, a
professor of forensic science at the University of Lausanne,
Switzerland, an argument over LR’s statistical purity overlooks
what is most important to a jury.
“We’re a bit presumptuous as expert witnesses that our testimony
matters that much,” Champod said. “LR could perhaps be more
statistically pure in the grand scheme, but it’s not the most
significant factor. Transparency is. What matters is telling the jury
what the basis of our testimony is, where our data comes from,
and why we judge it the way we do.”

be replicated. In this regard, LR often falls short, according to the
authors.
“Our success in forensic science depends on our ability to
measure well. The anticipated use of LR in the courtroom treats it
like it’s a universally observable quantity, no matter who measures
it,” Lund said. “But it’s not a standardized measurement. By its
own definition, there is no true LR that can be shared, and the
differences between any two individual LRs may be substantial.”
The NIST authors do not state that LR is always problematic; it
may be suitable in situations where LR assessments from any two
people would differ inconsequentially. Their paper offers a
framework for making such assessments, including examples for
applying them.
Ultimately, the authors contend it is important for experts to be
open to other, more suitable science-based approaches rather
than using LR indiscriminately. Because these other methods are
still under development, the danger is that the criminal justice
system could treat the matter as settled.
“Just because we have a tool, we should not assume it’s good
enough,” Lund said. “We should continue looking for the most
effective way to communicate the weight of evidence to a
nonexpert audience.”

Paper: S.P. Lund and H. Iyer, Likelihood Ratio as Weight of
Forensic Evidence: A Closer Look. Journal of Research of National
Institute of Standards and Technology, Published online 12
October 2017. DOI: 10.6028/jres.122.027
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New NIST Forensic Tests Help Ensure High-Quality Copies of Digital Evidence
December 12, 2017

Data found on a suspect’s computer, cell phone or tablet can
prove to be crucial evidence in a legal case. A new set of
software tools developed at the National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) aims to make sure this digital evidence
will hold up in court.
The software suite, referred to collectively as federated
testing tools, is designed to help law enforcement and forensic
practitioners with a critical early step in evidence collection:
making a copy of the data from a seized electronic device.
Because a suspect’s guilt or innocence can hang in the balance,
both the prosecution and the defense must agree that the
digital forensic process did not introduce any unseen errors
into the data, and that the methods they are using work as
expected.
Extracting and copying data is a risky process because of the
rapidly shifting digital landscape that we and our devices
inhabit. Confronting the practitioners are all the differences in
data and format that can exist between one device and the
next—because of the sheer number of different
manufacturers, and because of the frequent software updates
pushed to various makes and models.
“It’s hard to keep up,” said Barbara Guttman, one of the
suite’s developers at NIST’s Computer Forensics Tool Testing
project. “You don’t want to risk your copying software failing
when you try to get data from some new computer that is
critical to your case. So, we created these tools to help ensure
that the copying software works effectively and
transparently.”
The federated testing tools allow authorities to run tests in
advance on their digital forensic software to make sure ahead
of time that it will not fail them when a suspect’s personal
computer, media or device arrives in the forensic science lab.
Guttman describes the suite as the three most critical tools for
evidence acquisition and preservation, each addressing one
aspect of the copying process.
One tool tests software for copying computer disks, while
another tests mobile device data extraction software. These
two test protocols were available previously, but the suite is
now completed with a new third test for “write blockers,”
which are a sort of one-way valve for data-copying software.
An effective write blocker allows data to flow only from the
seized device to the copying computer, not the other way
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around. Later updates to the suite will address additional
forensic functions, Guttman said.
The full suite is a freely available Linux file that anyone can
download and burn to a blank CD. They can use the disk to
boot their workstation and test their copying tools via a userfriendly interface.
The NIST software also allows different forensics labs to
exchange the results of their tests with each other, so that
they can share the burden of exploring how well a copying
method works on a specific platform and operating system.
Running copying software through its paces generates a report
that disparate organizations can share among themselves or
with the world, allowing them to indicate whether they found
anomalies during the testing or not.
“Pooling these traceable results will mean less work for any
given lab or organization,” Guttman said. “We don’t require
they share the tests, but a rising tide should raise all boats.”
Guttman cautioned that the tools will not ensure that a
copying or digital forensic process is flawless, only that the
results of the job are clearly visible to anyone.
“Evidence doesn’t have to be complete to be admissible,” she
said. “The key here is that copying does not introduce errors
into the data that no one can see.”
Interest in federated testing will go beyond law enforcement
agencies, Guttman added. Any organization that performs
forensics, such as civil law firms and corporate enforcement
offices, will find a use for the test suite.

Credit: Hanacek/NIST, Brian A Jackson/Shutterstock
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OSAC Update: Improving Communication in a Learning Organization
A Letter from the NIST Director of Special Programs & Chair of OSAC’s Forensic Science
Standards Board
In February of 2014, NIST partnered with the Department of Justice (DOJ) to establish a new effort to facilitate the
development of documentary standards for the forensic sciences. Prompted in part by the 2009 National Academies of
Science report, Strengthening Forensic Science in the United States—A Path Forward, the goal of this effort was to enable
the development of science-based standards via an open, consensus-based process. This was the first effort to coordinate
the development of forensic science standards across multiple disciplines and to engage a broader community of
stakeholders to help ensure the technical quality that lies at the foundation of forensic science.
This effort was unprecedented, and ideas from NIST, DOJ, scientific working groups, accreditation bodies, and forensic
science societies all contributed to the design of the Organization of Scientific Area Committees for Forensic Science
(OSAC). After recruiting volunteers and making initial appointments, OSAC established governance documents and
processes, built a shared online platform for moving documents through those processes, and launched initial meetings
and training sessions. With those first steps behind us, we thought that we were ready to undertake the real work of this
new organization. But we soon learned to our surprise that we would have to improve the process.
NIST Statement on ASTM E2329-14: How did we get there and what have we learned?
In January of 2016, ASTM E2329-14 Standard Practice for Identification of Seized Drugs became the first document to
complete the OSAC Registry approval process. All parties tried to adhere to that process, yet the unexpected result was
that NIST subsequently expressed concern about that standard and asked the standard developer to review it. Neither
NIST nor the OSAC Forensic Science Standards Board (FSSB) had expected that this type of subsequent action by NIST
would be part of the process.
In April of 2016, members of the FSSB conducted a critical and highly illuminating root-cause analysis of the events at
various steps in the OSAC registry approval process to better determine how and where the breakdown occurred. They
identified several junctures where the process did not perform as anticipated. Their analysis concluded that one root cause
was ineffective communication. They also realized that a single modification to the process was not the answer; rather,
many changes would be necessary. Some of the changes implemented in response include:
● Revision of the technical merit worksheet and the development of guidance on assessing whether a standard is
clear and scientifically-sound
● Documentation of dissenting opinions and comments through every stage of the process, including how those
comments were resolved
● Addition of Resource Committee representatives to the FSSB and the Scientific Area Committees to obtain input
earlier in the process and provide greater balance
● Facilitation (internal or external) of dialogue when necessary to resolve disagreement
● Institution of annual OSAC Leadership Strategy Sessions to discuss problems and solutions
Some of these changes are based on best practices that NIST’s Standards Coordination Office has identified in other
consensus-driven standards development processes. These changes were discussed, developed by the Quality
Infrastructure Committee, and then adopted by the FSSB and implemented through the OSAC Scientific Area Committees
and subcommittees.
Looking at the additional standards that have been placed on the OSAC Registry since that first standard, we believe that
the OSAC Registry Approval Process has now been improved.
The revised process: ensuring all voices are heard and all concerns are documented
Does this revised process mean that every document that has completed all the steps required for placement on the OSAC
Registry should be subject to subsequent review by NIST? No. Such a requirement would position NIST in a gate-keeper
role—a role that NIST neither seeks nor desires.
Continued on page 11
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Does this revised process mean that if subject matter experts from NIST find technical or process issues with a standard,
whether OSAC-approved or not, that they should refrain from submitting public comments? No. Such a constraint would run
contrary to NIST’s commitment to open scientific dialogue and fair practices. Putting such a constraint on NIST technical staff
would also signal, incorrectly, that differences of opinion are not allowed. What it does mean is that the process works best if
subject matter experts, independent of their employer, directly engage in the standards development process and the OSAC
Registry approval process to make their technical comments part of the public record.
Does this revised process mean that if an individual NIST scientist makes a public comment as to why a standard should not be
approved for placement on the OSAC Registry, then the FSSB cannot approve it? No. Such a requirement would suggest,
incorrectly, that the FSSB does not have the final authority for approval. The FSSB will review all the accompanying worksheets,
including the technical merit worksheet, and the comments and comment resolutions received throughout the process. The
FSSB will then discuss any outstanding issues, and reach its decision by vote.
Moving forward: NIST and the FSSB are committed to continuous improvement
NIST and the FSSB both realize that as OSAC grows and matures, there will be ongoing opportunities to improve the
organization and the effectiveness of communication. Activities like the OSAC Leadership Strategy Session (OLSS) provide a
valuable venue for assessing how well things are working and identify needed changes. Among the many lessons that we
learned at the OLSS meeting this past September was that the lessons from ASTM E2329-14 had not been broadly
communicated to the OSAC membership. This update is intended to communicate the lessons learned and steps taken to
mitigate similar issues in the future. The FSSB and NIST leadership share a common goal of an effective OSAC process that
elevates technically sound, consensus-based standards to the OSAC Registry.
Respectfully Submitted,

Steven L. Johnson, CLPE
Chair, Forensic Science Standards Board

Richard R. Cavanagh, Ph.D.
Director, NIST Special Programs Office

Answer to “ridge detail” found in nature:

Training Opportunities
Investigative Analysis and Crime Scene Reconstruction

A blue morpho butterfly

Dover Police Dept
May 7-11, 2018
Presented by TriTech Forensics
Tuition cost $565
Contact Phil Sanfilippo at phil@tritechusa.com or
register at tritechtraining.com
Documentation, Collection, and Preservation of Footwear
and Tire Track Evidence
Connecticut State Lab
April 23-27, 2018
Presented by Forensic ITC Services
Tuition cost $575
Contact Lisa Ragaza at lisa.ragaza@ct.gov
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Thank you Ioan Truta for the images!
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Recent Certifications or Re-Certifications in New England
Crime Scene Reconstruction
Kenneth Martin
Mattapoisett, MA
Crime Scene Investigator
Michelle Braga
Providence, RI
David Moscarelli
Providence, RI
Senior Crime Scene Analyst
Mark Zabinski
Kingston, RI
Latent Print
Rachel Camper
Boston, MA
JoDon Edwards
Kingston, RI
Patrick Moynihan
Franklin, MA
Emily Rice
Concord, NH
Ioan Truta
Boston, MA
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Conference Photos 2017
Portsmouth, NH
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25 Annual NEDIAI Educational Conference
Newport, RI
November 2018

SEE YOU ALL NEXT YEAR!

